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Let V be a free module of rank n over a valuation domain R. Assume V 
is endowed with a quadratic form Q such that Q(o) is a unit in R for 
every unimodular 2; in V. Let O(V) be the group of all form preserving linear 
transformations on V. Then every element in O(V) is a product of at most 
two involutions. (. 1992 Acadermc Press. Inc 
Often normal forms are applied to obtain information on the factoriza- 
tion of a transformation (see, e.g., [4]). The purpose of this article is to 
exhibit a method to prove factorization theorems without the use of 
normal forms (cf. [ 1, Lemma 41). A procedure of this kind is important in 
dealing with the automorphism group of a module since here normal forms 
are not as readily available as for transformations on a vector space. 
As our main result (Theorem 1) we show that any orthogonal transfor- 
mation in a free quadratic module of rank n over a valuation domain R is 
a product of at most two orthogonal involutions if the length of every 
unimodular vector is a unit. We do not require that 2 is a unit in R. If 2 
is a unit in R, we obtain a stronger result. The involutions used in the 
factorization of any transformation in the special orthogonal group can all 
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be taken from just one conjugacy class of orthogonal involutions 
(Theorem 3) (see [S] for a similar result for SL(n, F)). 
Our proof of Theorem 1 also yields a factorization of an orthogonal 
transformation into half-turns (Theorem 2) (cf. [2]). The number of 
factors turns out to be minimal. 
RESULTS 
Let R be a valuation domain, A its maximal ideal, and V a free module 
of rank n over R. A vector v E V is called unimodular if v 4 A V. We assume 
V is endowed with a quadratic form Q: V+ R such that Q(v) is a unit for 
every unimodular u E V. The associated symmetric bilinear form V x V + R: 
(x> Y) + XY = Q(x + Y) - Q(x) - Q(Y) is nonsingular if 2 is a unit in R. 
Clearly x2 = 2Q(x) for all x E V. If W is a subspace of V, then W’ is also 
a subspace of V. Every subspace of V is nonsingular if 2 is a unit in R. 
Since R is a valuation ring, any vector v E V can be expressed as u = aw, 
where a E R and w  E V is unimodular. 
Let O(V) denote the orthogonal group of V. For rc E O(V) let F(X) = 
kernel(n - 1) and B(X) = (Z - 1) V. Clearly B(X). F(n) = (0). Note, F(X) is 
a subspace of V by [3, Lemma 2. l] (the proof is also true if 2 is not a unit 
in R). 
For any unimodular vector v E V the mapping (T,: V -+ V: x + 
x - (xu/Q(v))v is an involution in O(V). It will be called a symmetry. If 
au = ny - y for x E O( V), y, v E V unimodular, y$ F(X), and UE R, then 
F(X) + Ry c F(a,n), where equality holds if y is contained in some 
subspace Y of V with F(n) 0 Y = V. Indeed, a’Q(u) = Q(uv) = Q(ny - y) = 
2Q( y) - ,v . ny = y* - y. ny = -uyv and so a = -yule(u). Thus gD y = 
y + au = rcy. In order to show equality, one only has to observe that 
dim F((o,x) 5 dim P’(n) + 1. If x E O(V) is an involution and if 2 is a unit in 
R, then V= B(x)@F(x). 
A group G is called bireflectional if every element in G is a product of 
at most two involutions. 
THEOREM 1. The group O(V) is bireflectionul. If 7c E O(V) and d = 
n -dim F(x) is even, then there are involutions x, p E O(V) such that 7-c = xp 
and dim F(x) = dim F(p) = n-d/2. 
If 2 is a unit in R, then O+(V)= {rcEO(V)ldetn=l) is called the 
special orthogonal group of V. The product of two commuting symmetries 
is called a half-turn. 
THEOREM 2. If 2 is a unit in R and n > 2, then every 7~ E 0 + ( V) is a 
product of half-turns vi, i.e., x= ‘1, . . . q,. The minimal number t of factors 
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for which such a factorization exists is d/2 tf d = 0 mod 4 and t = d/2 or 
t=d/2+1 if;d=2mod4, where d=n-dimF(n). 
THEOREM 3. If 2 is a unit in R, then every 71 E 0 + ( V) is a product of two 
involutions X, p E O(V), 71 = xp, such that dim B(x) = dim B(p) = n/2 if n is 
even, and dim B(x) = dim B(p) = (n - 1)/2 if n is odd. 
Remark. Under our assumptions in general neither B(X) nor B(n’) is a 
subspace, as the following example shows. 
Let Z denote the rational integers. Then D = Z + ( - 3)‘.‘2 Z is a domain 
andP=32+(-3)‘!2ZisaprimeidealofD.PutS=D\PandletR=D, 
be the localization of D at S with the unique maximal ideal A = PS ‘. 
In order to see that R is a valuation domain, it suflices to show that 
crlfi or /?[a for a,p~P: Let a=3’a+(-3)‘123’b, where iE{1,2,...}, 
je (0, 1, 2, . ..I. a, h E Z, and 3 J a, b. Then c( = ( - 1 )i (( - 3)“2)2’ a + 
(-1)j((-3)l;‘*)*j+I b=((-3)“2)ry, where r=max{2i,2j+l} and y is a 
unit in R. Similarly B = (( - ,)I;*)’ 6 for some unit 6 in R. This shows our 
contention. 
Let V be a binary quadratic module over R with an orthonormal basis 
x. If 7=‘~(~:,‘2 ‘-2:“) with respect to X. Then 7c E 0( V), 71, z* # 1, and 
n=lmodA. 
PROOFS 
We are now ready to prove Theorems 1 to 3. 
Let ZEO(V) and put F(n)= Ul. If U, = V, then rr= 1. 
If U, # V, then there is a subspace Y, # (0) such that V= U, @ Y,, and 
a unimodular vector y,eY’. Now O#n-‘y,-y,=a,w,EB(n)cU:, 
where a’ E R and wl E U: is unimodular since R is an integral domain. 
Clearly U, cwt. Then U2 = U’@ Ry, = F(xa,,,). If U, = V, then X= cn,,. 
If U2 # V, then there is a subspace Y, # (0) such that V = U2 0 Y,. 
Clearly wl = u2 + y; for some u2 E U2 and y; E Y,. Also y; = d2 y2 , 
where d,E R and y2~ Y, is unimodular. Now O#rra,, y,- y2= 
a2w2~B(~o,.,)C U:, where a2 E R and w2 E Ut is unimodular. Then 
wI~U,=U2@Ry2=F(a ,,.* no,,.,). If U,=V, thenn=o,.,a,.,. 
If U3 # V, this process continues. We put n-dim U’ = d and define w,, 
Ui, Yi by induction as indicated above and abbreviate gK,, = bi. Then 
dim Y,=d-i+ 1 and so Y,,, = (0). Therefore 
and 
71=u*u4..~u~~‘.u~u~~*~~~u~u’ if d is odd 
7[=u*u~~~~u~~u~~‘u~~~~~~u3u’ if d is even. 
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We observe wi E U:, Ui c U,, 1, w, E UlfZ. This implies 0;~~ = (~~0; for 
k 2 i + 2 as required in Theorem 1. 
From now on we assume 2 is a unit in R and rc E 0 +(V). The claim in 
Theorem 2 is obvious if d= 0 mod 4 or if G~IJ~-, = cd- 1 gd. Next assume 
d=2 mod4. Then rr=~~cr~ ...~~cr~.o~cr~.. 1gd-2...63c, confirms our 
assertion if d 2 6. If d = 2, then dim F(n) 2 1. So there is a unimodular vec- 
tor w  E F(n). Clearly cw commutes with CJ, and CJ~ and ~~0, = ~~0,. .a,,,~~. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Since R is a valuation domain and U, = F(n) is a nonsingular subspace 
of V, there is an orthogonal basis Y,, . . . . rk, k = dim U,, for U,. Put p, = (T,,. 
Then (~,p~=p,c~~ since B(p,)c U, =t;(n)cF(a,) for j= 1, . . . . k and 
i = 1, . . . . d. Recall, d is even and d + k = n. If n is even, let x = 
~~a,...t~~p,...p~,~ and p=~~,~...p,rs~~, “.cT~cJ,. If n is odd, let K= 
a2a4”‘odpl “‘P(k-I);2 and p=p(k&1,;2.‘.p,~&, “‘cr3fJ,. This proves 
Theorem 3. 
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